Mapping
Identifier Space key nodeId
• An identifier is associated to each node (nodeId)
• Large identifier space (keys and nodeId)
• A node is responsible for closest key to its nodeId 
Routing information
The joining node gets the IP @ of its neighbours from the previous owner of the zone Set of neighbours of the joining node is a sub-set of neighbours of the previous owner The previous owner updates its own list of neighbours The neighbours of the joining node should also be updated 2009-2009 46 Departure, arrival, maintenance
Node departure
The leaving node L must make sure that the zone is taken over A leaving node hands over explicitly its own zone (and associated database) to one of its neighbours Failure: detected by periodic messages from a node to its neighbours (hearteat) containing its own coordinates and coordinates of its neighbours Tree-based ALM
Oct 2008 99
Tree-based ALM: unbalance Delay penalty during multicast • Number of lost stripes (at most) on each node when the most significant ancestor is faulty (worst case scenario)
